Cognitive waveform design is of great significance for radar transmitting system to better adapt to the changing electromagnetic environment and target scene. In this paper, a novel cognitive waveform design method of sparse stepped frequency based on sensing matrix optimization is proposed. The proposed cognitive waveform exploits the information returned from the target scene to continuously optimize the transmitted frequency and sensing matrix. Compressive sensing (CS) technique is applied for range-Doppler reconstruction due to the sparse property of the target to be estimated. Comparing with random stepped frequency, this optimized cognitive waveform could further improve the upper limit of the number of detection targets; also increase the accuracy and robustness.
Introduction
The stepped frequency waveform in radar system has the property of synthesizing bandwidth. It can increase the effective bandwidth and further improve the range resolution of targets. Compared with the linear stepped frequency, the non-uniform stepped frequency has the advantages of resisting interception, reducing coupling between range and velocity, and synthesizing large bandwidth [1] .
However, the discontinuity using the common processing method will produce large sidelobe, grating lobes, and also coupling from distance and velocity, etc., which have a great influence on the detection and estimation. This problem can be solved by modifying transmitting waveform with good properties. In [2] , a class of non-linear SF chirp pulse train has been investigated with low sidelobe and small grating lobes. Another low sidelobe SF waveform has also been designed using adaptive learning method in [3] . In [4] , non-uniform SF has been designed to enhance resolution capability without increasing bandwidth utilization and measurement time.
We know that the target scene of radar detection generally satisfies the sparse condition, therefore, an effective method-compressive sensing [5] , which has been widely concerned in recent years, will also be applicable for target estimation. With CS framework, there are no longer sidelobe and grating lobe by allowing range, Doppler and angle information to be estimated in decoupling way [6] . However, depending on both the various target scenes and the specific radar task. The higher requirements in terms of flexibility and adaptability are placed to meet the actual needs. Therefore, the design of the transmitting frequency with cognitive performance in SF radar is of great significance. In this case, some researchers have proposed cognitive SF waveforms with their own unique advantages. The SF waveform optimization criterion in [7] is to minimize the profile estimation error. It is a process of dynamic optimization from some feedback information. Similarly in [8] , the adaptively waveform resulted from sequential and batch-oriented codes under the minimum CRB of sparse recovery errors.
In this paper, based on CS theory as a means of RD estimation, we propose a new optimization scheme generated by simultaneous iteration of the transmitted waveform and the sensing matrix. We name it Frequency Codewords-Sensing Matrix joint Optimization (FC-CMO) method. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the signal model of the stepped frequency radar is introduced. In Section 3, the process of frequency codewords-sensing matrix joint optimization is presented. Simulations and results are conducted to demonstrate the validity of the proposed method in Section 4.
Signal Model and Compressive Sensing Method

Conventional Stepped Frequency Signal Model
Considering the Sparse SF radar that transmits N pulses in one burst, the th n transmitting frequency is The transmitting signal can be expressed as , where c is light speed, k is the number of targets. We assume that every pulse only one sampling with the total target information, therefore, the value of th n echo sample is
Mutual Coherence of Sensing Matrix
The echo signal x is projected on the sparse representation matrix Ψ , the signal model can be rewritten to the following form,  y=Φx=ΦΨθ Φn (3) In above formula, Α = ΦΨ is the sensing matrix, n is the noise vector. The optimization problem can be further equivalent to 
For this kind of convex problem, we can use the existing compressive sensing method to recover, such as OMP method [9] . The mutual coherence of sensing matrix can be used as an optimization criterion to ensure the accuracy of multi-objective reconstruction process [10] . To describe it quantitatively by using correlation coefficient of Α . It is defined as the maximum correlation coefficient between two columns. That is
where ( 
where  denotes the upper bound of noise and 2     y Αθ . The sparsity can be described as the following inequality
From the error formula, we can see that the smaller  makes the greater upper limit of sparsity, which means a larger number of detectable targets. The sensing matrix Α in  is related to the transmitting signal, therefore, the target estimation error can be reduced by optimizing the transmitting waveform for a smaller correlation coefficient, The accuracy and anti-noise ability of signal recovery from noise can be improved simultaneously.
Waveform Optimization
From the above analysis, reasonable design of frequency combination is necessary, because the randomness will bring about unstable changes in performance. In addition, all the target estimation using the CS processing method, the normalized cross correlation coefficient of the sensing matrix will affect the upper limit of the number of observable targets, as well as the ability to resist noise and the precision of the scene recovery. Therefore, the joint optimization of the transmitting frequency combination and the sensing matrix will not only match the real target scene, but also improve the radar performance. The main process of the system is to construct the corresponding transmit waveform and sensing matrix after acquiring the task information and system parameters. Then the correlation coefficient of the sensing matrix is minimized to achieve nearly optimal performance of target scene reconstruction. The main flow of the system is shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , the core design is the codewords optimization module for waveform design, therefore, the next section will introduce the proposed optimization method.
Model Simplification
Dimension reduction is considered from frequency-range-velocity grid to frequency-target grid. Through this transforming, the matrix dimension can be reduced from 3-D to 2-D, and the computational complexity could be reduced. In the Equation (3) 
Frequency Codewords -Sensing Matrix Joint Optimization
The optimization iterative flow is specifically description as follows:
Step1: To initialize the working range resolution r  , we can calculate the effective bandwidth by /2 B c r  . Input the start frequency 0 f , the frequency step f  , therefore, the total number of optional frequency is / N f B   . Define the pulses number is M ( MN  ), namely, M frequencies are used after optimization. To ensure the resolution performance, the first frequency and the last frequency must be preserved. The codeword (1) (
, where
Step 2: The rest codeword () 
where ( 1) . The final transmitting waveform is generated.
Step 4: Transmitting stepped frequency waveform with the optimized codewords, and then obtain the echo sample matrix y with the targets information.
Step 5: After compressive sensing reconstruction, the recovered results are then inversely mapped to the corresponding real range-velocity unit as the subscript. Specificlly, to transform the largest K values in θ . If the subscript of the maximum value is located at the position g in all N , the real range and velocity estimation are determined by calculation
  is the rouding operator, mod ( , ) ab denotes remainder operators from a to b . The sparse targets are reconstructed.
Simulation and Results
We perform following simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed waveform. In a group of test for example, the pulse interval is set to 4 Supposing 20 M  , the comparison between random waveform and optimized waveform is tested. Randomly generating three sets of frequency combinations, namely, random test -1, random test -2, and random test -3, and the optimized is designed using the proposed optimization method. The transmitting pulses with the codewords generated by different methods are shown in Fig.2 (a) . We rearrange these selected ones according to the order from small to large for a clearer comparison in Figure 2 . (b). From the figure, the dispersion of the selected frequencies is almost similar. However, the order distribution is very different, which shows the necessity to get the optimal set in a large number of combinations. This also directly leads to different target estimation results. The estimation results using above four groups of waveform are shown in Figure 3 . '*' stands for the real target information, transmitting signal are previously mentioned 'random test -1', 'random test -2', 'random test -3' and 'optimized' frequency. As can be seen from Figure 3 , the random signal does not guarantee stable and reliable output, and we cannot make multiple measurements and statistics in practical applications. Therefore, accuracy rate is an important measure. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the estimation is considered to evaluate the performance, 
We set the probability of correctly estimating the target information is p . It is regarded as a successful estimate when RMSE   ,  is a constant defined as
here. At the same time, frequencies utilization ratio / MN   is also an effect to recover the targets parameter. Therefore, the probability p in 500 Monte Carlo experientments at each point are calculated by changing SNR and  respectively. In Table 1 , set 40%   , the SNR is changing from 0dB to 30dB. In Table 2 , set SNR=20dB, the  is changing from 10% to 100%. From the rate of successful estimation p by changing SNR and  , we can see that the optimized waveform has higher robustness and accuracy. Besides, from the extent of increasing, the optimized SF waveform has the better anti-noise capability than the random one.
Conclusion
In this paper, a joint waveform optimization method between frequency codewords with sensing matrix is proposed to achieve cognitive match of target scene in SF radar. It uses several discontinuous narrow bands to synthesize a waveform with desired bandwidth and is able to reach the same range resolution as a full-band SF signal in the same frequency span. Through simulations and analyses, CS theory make it possible to recover the accurate range-Doppler spectrum as the same as continuous SF signal even if it is discontinuous and randomness. Optimized waveform displays a better robustness performance and an increased adaptability in noise environment.
